WordPress Managed Hosting
WordPress Managed Hosting by Wenmark Digital Solutions (WENMARK) takes care of all
the details required to keep your WordPress-powered website online and secure. At a
rate of $50/month, we provide web hosting with the following features:

WordPress Core Updates
WordPress Core receives three major updates a year. In addition, each major release receives
“dot releases” which are often minor security related updates. Generally, major updates can be
performed manually, and “dot releases” happen automatically. However, with WENMARK
managing these updates for you, we make sure they are applied in a timely fashion, and we are
able to fix your site’s code should an update introduce a breaking change*.

WordPress Plugin Updates

Daily File and Database Backups

WordPress plugins commonly receive frequent
updates. Our managed hosting insures these
updates are applied in a timely fashion, and
we’re able to quickly detect and troubleshoot
code compatibility problems should they arise.*

We backup your website’s files and database
each day. Therefore, should a “catastrophic”
problem arise with your site, we will have a
backup on hand to facilitate a quick restore.

*In many cases, breaking changes introduced by WordPress Core and/or plugin updates can be quickly
remedied (i.e. in 15 minutes or less). However, in cases where your site’s code requires extensive updates
in order to maintain compatibility with the latest releases of WordPress and any plugins you utilize, you’ll
need to pay for any billable time used to update your site’s code. These instances are generally rare, and
should they occur WENMARK will consult with you on your options and budget before proceeding.

Premium Plugins Include

Secure Server Certificate (SSL)

While you're hosting with WENMARK, we'll provide
the following premium plugins and keep them
updated with our developer licenses:

Your site will be accessible via HTTPS. This ensures
that connections to your site are encrypted. This is
essential for secure logins, form submissions, and
e-commerce. In addition, having your site served
over HTTPS is a ranking factor for good SEO.

GravityForms Elite ($259/yr value) advanced form builder with GravityForms
Elementor Pro ($49/yr value) - intuitive
drag-and-drop page builder.
Advanced Custom Fields Pro ($49/yr
value) - enables quick development of
advanced WordPress features and
capabilities

Web Developer "On Call"
WENMARK is staffed by full-time web developers.
Our team is available to help with all aspects of
your website, from backend code to frontend
presentation.
WENMARK bills at $100/hr for web development work.

About WENMARK
WENMARK is a service of Michael Wender and his team. Backed by over 20+ years of web development
experience, the team at WENMARK provides you with a completely managed hosting environment (from
server to website) for your business's online presence. WENMARK can get you online and keep you there
by taking care of all the behind the scenes details required to maintain modern websites with a Content
Management System (CMS) backend.

Got Questions? Contact us at hey@wenmarkdigital.com

